uni-deutsch sprachkurs
description of module
uni-deutsch sprachkurs is the online language course for university studies, scientific work,
professional purposes and research – the heart and soul of DUO.
uni-deutsch sprachkurs has been customized specifically for foreign students and scientists
wishing to research or study at German post-secondary institutions. It combines
sophisticated learning technology and advanced pedagogy with diverse subject matter and
challenging research materials:
learn everything of relevance for studying in Germany, including all you need to know
to prepare for the TestDaF exams
work hands-on with literature and internet resources
study economics and ecology as interdisciplinary core subjects
experience language and communication in everyday life and university
discover more about people in Germany, about their education, their culture and
living
uni-deutsch sprachkurs includes practice for listening comprehension, training for reading,
writing, and speaking as well as for grammar and comprehensive vocabulary expansion. In
addition, uni-deutsch sprachkurs conveys effective strategies for work and study at
universities.
uni-deutsch sprachkurs requires this level: B1. These learning ways and services are possible:

6 Months Use of Modules
Technical Support
Chat, Forum, E-Mail
Notepad, Dictionary, Hints
Syllabus, Guidance
Moderated Chat, Moderated Forum
Learning in the Virtual Classroom
3 Months Intensive Guidance
Regular Correction of Assignments
ECTS Credits possible

Try uni-deutsch sprachkurs
without any obligation or
order online:
www.deutsch-uni.com
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Information, Consultation:
Deutsch-Uni Online
Tel.: +49 (0)89 2180 5927
info@deutsch-uni.com

What makes
uni-deutsch
unique
is its diversity. Start learning
at home, flexibly and without
limitations, while at the same
time making contacts in your
virtual class – possibly with
co-students at your future
university. Learn German
using advanced learning
methods while at the same
time acquiring valuable
information about German
society and studying in
Germany. And learn more
about study skills in a
competitive learning
environment.

Collect ECTS credits with unideutsch! Please
contact us to
find out more!

